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The data maturity assessment framework
The purpose of this framework is to help you assess your organization's data maturity

level.

Data driven businesses excel at 5 competencies.

• Strategy – CEO and senior stakeholder mandate to use data at every level

ensuring most decisions are supported by data and evidence.

• Data: Good data quality and availability. Have a robust data and analytics

platform and democratize multiple data sources for data.

• Technology: Data-driven businesses build systems of data where the

technology resides in an integrated and connected architecture that allows

data to flow between multiple application areas.

• People: create a data culture by having senior stakeholders leading the data

team with the required skills encouraging data literacy throughout the

organisation.

• Process, culture and governance: Data-driven businesses link the value of

their data to business outcomes, they can continually develop their data

practices to maximize the value they deliver to tactical and strategic business

metrics. Data is front and centre of decision making and not an afterthought.

This framework will take you through each one of those points, and ask you to assess

where your organisation currently stands. The canvas below is a good summary of the

framework that you might want to print, fill out and use for reference.



The data science Maturity
assessment Canvas



Strategy
There are 5 levels of maturity with regards to data strategy. Please take a note of where

your organisation is currently standing

Level -1
Monitoring

Level - 2
Insights

Level - 3
Optimization

Level - 4
Monetization

Level - 4 Digital
Transformation

Collect customer,
product and
operational data
to create
retrospective
reports and
dashboards and
alert the business
on what has
happened

Apply analytics
and data science
to uncover
potentially
valuable insights
to predict
business
outcomes

Operationalise
and automate
analytics at every
level to make
decisions based
on data and
insights in order
to Optimize ROI

Data backs every
business case

Putting processes
in place for data
to constantly
uncover new
commercial
opportunities.
Data creates new
revenue
opportunities ,
develop new
products and find
new customers

Create a
collaborative,
sharing, value
creating culture
that embraces
analytics as a
business
discipline to
accelerate digital
business and
operational
transformation.
No decisions are
taken without
data and insights



Data Maturity
There are 5 levels of data maturity. Please take a note which one you identify with.

Level -1 Initial Level - 2
Reactive

Level - 3 Active Level - 4
Proactive

Level - 5
Strategic

Performance

Data collection
takes place at a
simple level

Data is collected
and used on a
need basis.

The company is
actively
monitoring data
quality

The team
contains
specialists who
own the data
process. There is
clarity around the
different ways
that data can be
used to add value
to the
organisation.

Data is a strategic
asset.



Technology
This section will ask you to assess the current level of technology of your organisation.

The figure below, produced by Gartner, shows the curve of adoption of a new

technology. The same things hold true for data science and AI. Different companies

might find themselves at different levels on this curve. However, as technology

progresses, each industry, as a whole, starts moving towards the transformative level.

This is true for all technologies, from automobiles, to the internet.

Level -1
Unaware

Level - 2
Opportunistic

Level - 3
Standards

Level - 4
Enterprise

Level - 5
Transformative



The table below will help you assess which level your organisation is at.

Level -1 Ad Hoc Level - 2
Foundational

Level - 3 Robust Level - 4
Differentiating

Level - 5
Breakaway

Data science
related projects
are developed as
needed with a
strategic vision
around it. An
example is ad-hoc
dashboards and
reports.

Data plays an
important role, but
many . A good
example of this is
using Excel
spreadsheets and
power BI as the
only data tool.

The technology
has been tried and
tested in different
circumstances.
Things, like report,
are automated

Data science is
being used to
create a
competitive
advantage. The
company starts
using machine
learning and more
sophisticated
analytics.

Data science is
used in a way that
makes the
company clearly
differentiate itself
from the
competition. An
example is an AI
recommendation
engine, that’s
unique to the
business.

People and Skills
People and skills are an important component of data science maturity. The ideal data

professional combines the skills shown in the graph below.



In practice, it is nearly impossible to find someone who possesses this combination of

skills. That’s why every organisation needs a team. The table below shows some of the

soft and hard skills that data professionals need to have.

Soft Skills Hard Skills

· Communications

· Relationship Building

· Specialist

· Strategist and Tactician

· Credibility

· Passion for Data

· Data Governance

· Data Management

· Data Technology

· Data Quality

· Data Visualisation

· BI / Analytics

· Data Science

In practice, it is nearly impossible to find someone who possesses this combination of

skills. That’s why every organisation needs a team. The table below shows some of the

soft and hard skills that data professionals need to have.



In practice, it is nearly impossible to find someone who possesses this combination of

skills. That’s why every organisation needs a team. The table below shows some of the

soft and hard skills that data professionals need to have.

Analysis

1 2 3 4 5

SummaryExisting
Resource

Existing
(Retrain)

New
Hire

Consultant Service
Provider
/ Partner

Data
Governance

Data Quality

Data
Architecture

Developer

Data
Infrastructur
e / Engineer

Analyst and
BI

Change /
Technical
Project
Managers



Process, culture and governance
The bigger an organisation gets, the more important culture becomes. When assessing

organisational culture around data, this has to happen on two levels:

1. Overall level

2. Data governance

Overall level

The figure below shows the different levels of data proficiency within an organisation.

Where do you find yourself?

Governance



We are on a mission to educate and help decision-makers understand
and implement data science and AI……

Join Tesseract Academy


